Job Vacancy
Development/production geologists
NB: We don’t want contact with sales-promoters
Employer:
Visit address:
Post address:
E-mail:
Website:
Contact Person:

Gray Select AS for Customer
Vestre Svanholmen 4, 4313 Sandnes, Norway
PB 311, 4066 Stavanger, Norway
geir.lund@gray-select.no
www.envision.no
Mr. Geir Lund, Phone: +47 901 49 762

Work Place: Stavanger, Bergen or Oslo, Norway
About the company: Our client, Envision AS, was founded in 2003 and delivers consultancy
services, training, data management and software solutions to the upstream oil and gas
industry. Envision consists of a group of companies - all specialists within their fields, united by a
strong sense of professionalism. Our success depends on the quality of our employees and we have
assembled a highly motivated team with the valuable combination of long experience, creativity and
innovation. We provide independent thinking and fresh ideas in order to exceed our customers’
expectations. We are a Norwegian company, based in Stavanger, but with staff also working in Oslo,
Bergen, Trondheim, Copenhagen and Houston.
Information about the position: We are looking for geologists with a minimum of 5 years experience
in development/production geology within a consultancy or leading Oil Company, with the following
skills: Excellent experience and knowledge of 3D modeling software (Petrel preferred). Good
understanding of reservoir geology, including sediment logical, petrographic, dynamic and 3D
modeling aspects. Basic seismic interpretation and geophysical knowledge. Basic well log analysis
skills. Good presentation and communication skills
Wages: Up to NOK 90 000 (App € 11 500) gross pr. month, depending on qualifications and
experience + holiday compensation.
Housing/ Family: The employer will assist in finding housing and if you bring your family.
Work Regulations: Fulltime, permanent position.
Last application date: 29.02.2012
Start date: ASAP
Application: Send short application and CV pr. E-mail to Geir Lund in Gray Select AS at
geir.lund@gray-select.no or contact him on mobile at +47 901 49 762. Diplomas and other papers
must be brought if interview.
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